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Abstract

Detecting actions or verbs in still images is a challenging
problem for a variety of reasons such as the absence of tem-
poral information and polysemy of verbs which lead to dif-
ficulty in generating large verb datasets. In this paper, we
propose to first detect the prominent objects in the image
and then infer the relevant actions or verbs using Natural
Language Processing (NLP)-based techniques. The pro-
posed scheme obviates the need for training and using vi-
sual action detectors on images, an approach which tends
to be error-prone and computationally intensive. This pa-
per provides a valuable insight in that the detection of a
few significant (i.e., top) objects in an image allows one to
extract or infer the relevant actions or verbs in the image.
To this end, we propose NLP-based approaches relying on
the word2vec and the Object-Verb-Object triplet models for
predicting the actions from top-object detections and also
analyze their nuances. Our experimental results show that
verbs can be reliably and efficiently detected by exploiting
the top object detections in an image.
Keywords: action recognition, natural language process-

ing, word2vec model, Object-Verb-Object triplet model

1. Introduction
Action recognition in still or static images is a challeng-

ing problem for a variety of reasons such as the absence

of temporal information and the polysemy of verbs which

leads to difficulty in generating large verb datasets. In addi-

tion, learning high quality verb detectors or classifiers can

be difficult because the corresponding decision boundaries

are often non-linear and unclear. For example, in the case of

the verb playing, one would need to train the corresponding

detector on a very large dataset comprising of tennis im-

ages, baseball images, images of a child playing with a toy

and so on. The underlying visual patterns in the images that

contain the action of interest may be very hard to capture

reliably, thus making it extremely difficult to learn an accu-

rate action classifier. However, if one can reliably determine

that there is a person and a tennis racket in an image, then

one can also infer that the corresponding verb is playing or

hitting with high certainty. In this paper, we draw upon the

above intuition to detect verbs in a still image without hav-

ing to explicitly train and employ visual verb detectors. We

propose to identify the significant activity (i.e., verb) in an

image by taking advantage of the highly plausible object-

pair detections in an image.

By drawing upon the recent advances in Natural Lan-

guage Processing (NLP), we provide a valuable insight in

that with reliable detection of the significant or prominent

(i.e., top) objects in an image, we can predict the corre-

sponding verb in an image without having to employ visual

verb detectors explicitly on the input image.

We believe that the proposed approach could be poten-

tially useful in various scenarios, especially:

(1) Situations where annotated verb datasets are not avail-

able. In this paper, as a proof of concept, we use the sen-

tences in the Microsoft Common Object in Context (MS

COCO) dataset [19] for training NLP-based models to en-

able action recognition in still images. However, we believe

our results could be extrapolated to situations where ground

truth verbs for images are not available and the models need

to be learned from a general real-world text corpus such as

Wikipedia.

(2) Design of software applications (i.e., apps) for mobile

user devices such as smartphones and tablets that are typi-

cally resource constrained. Our approach has the advantage

of obviating the use of computationally intensive visual ac-

tivity (i.e., verb) detectors on the input image. In contrast,

the detection of significant object-pairs and the correspond-

ing verb assignments in an input image can be made both,

reliably and efficiently using the proposed NLP approaches

based on word embeddings. The extraction of deep learn-

ing features from an input image is, computationally, the

most expensive stage in deep learning architectures. As

a result, substantial current research effort has focused on

speeding up the deep learning feature extraction stage with-

out loss in accuracy with the goal of making the deep learn-

ing architecture deployable on resource-constrained mobile
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Figure 1. Deep learning features are extracted for an input test image using a Convolutional Neural Network (ConvNet), followed by SVM-

based classification for each object category. The top-objects are mapped into the word embedding space. The action is inferred from the

top-objects in the word2vec space.

devices [1, 15, 16, 17, 18]. In this paper, we offer an al-

ternative perspective that obviates the need to train and de-

ploy separate visual activity detectors. In future, the com-

putationally efficient extraction of deep learning features in

conjunction with the computational savings of NLP model-

based action detection could greatly enhance automated im-

age captioning and image annotation systems.

Most previous work has focused on action recognition

in video frames [3], with some work on zero-shot action

recognition in videos [2, 13, 14, 33]. Most papers that

deal with activity recognition in static images, rely on ei-

ther pose estimation [20], parts-based detection [4], detec-

tion of human-object interactions [28] or weakly supervised

learning in multi-modal settings [6, 7]. We contend that the

need to learn the computationally complex verb detectors

described in [4, 20, 28] even in the case of static images can

be obviated by just predicting the verb using the top-object

detections and NLP-based word embeddings. In addition

to computational efficiency and accuracy, we show that the

proposed approach has the crucial advantage of conceptual

simplicity. Xu et al. [33] exploit word embeddings in a zero-

shot framework for action recognition in videos using com-

putationally intensive transductive manifold learning tech-

niques. In contrast, the proposed approach uses word em-

beddings directly and efficiently to infer the underlying ac-

tion in static images via detection and recognition of the top

objects in the image.

2. Motivation
We surmise that the top-object detections in an image

have enough information for one to reliably infer the rele-

vant actions in the image. First, given the current state-of

the art there are pragmatic reasons why such an approach

would be practically useful. Second, there are certain inher-

ent properties of the visual and linguistic worlds that make

action prediction based on the detection of top objects in-

tuitively appealing. We list the following reasons for why

we believe that action recognition models in static images

should be driven by top-object detections:

(1) Objects are cohesive structures, in that, concrete objects,

even when malleable, are held together by percepts or parts

which gives an object a property of wholeness [10]. This

property of wholeness is not a characteristic of relational

categories such as verbs. It is this cohesion that makes it

fundamentally easy to recognize objects using visual fea-

tures. On the other hand, correctly recognizing a relational

category is often very challenging because it involves rec-

ognizing a relationship between disjointed elements [10].

(2) Objects map directly to concrete entities in the

world [10]. This direct translation between nouns and ob-

jects makes possible a stable assignment of a word to an

object in an image. On the other hand, relational categories

such as verbs tend to describe relations between disjoint en-

tities. These relational categories may not map directly to

the various object configurations present in an image.

(3) Verbs are more polysemous than nouns [8] in that verbs

have more senses of meaning than nouns. The verb sitting
can be used in a variety settings. For example, in the sen-

tences “John is sitting on a chair.”, and “The apple is sitting

on a table.”, the word sitting is used in different senses. This

polysemy amongst verbs can make the generation of train-

ing datasets for verb detectors very hard.

(4) Verbs are mutable in that verbs adjust themselves in

meaning to the context of sentence [9]. For example, in the

sentence, “A person is jumping on pizza.”, the verb jumping
adjusts its meaning to the nouns in the sentence. This makes

it even harder to automatically create large verb training

datasets for verb detectors.
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(5) On the more pragmatic side, object classification has

reached a stage where one can reliably detect objects in an

image. Object classification systems have shown impres-

sive results on several challenging datasets in the computer

vision research community. As of yet, comparable success

has not been met by systems for automatic detection and

classification of actions, visual phrases and attributes in still

images.

3. Related Work

3.1. Action (verb) recognition

Action recognition in videos is a relatively easier prob-

lem and has been addressed by using various spatio-

temporal descriptors followed by a classifier [5, 24, 32].

However, in static images, unlike videos, there is no tem-

poral information. Also, the problem is further exacerbated

by the lack of reliable annotation data. Hence, several ex-

isting works in action recognition on static images use su-

pervised learning of visual information integrated with lin-

guistic information mined from a text corpus [11, 14, 34].

More recently, Gao et al. [6, 7] used word embeddings in

conjunction with deep learning features for action recogni-

tion in still images; however, their technique still entails the

learning of action classifiers in a multimodal setting. In the

proposed approach, we argue that even in the case of static

images, with reliable recognition of objects in the image,

one can successfully use NLP-based word embeddings to

describe the underlying action with a reasonable degree of

accuracy. More recently, Jain et al. [13] have proposed an

approach that explores the efficacy of word embeddings for

action recognition in videos using knowledge of the objects

in the video. In contrast, the strength of our approach lies

in the fact that we use word embeddings in a relatively sim-

ple manner in static images and yet obtain good results on

a challenging set of static images. In their recent work, Xu

et al. [33] use word embeddings in a zero-shot framework

for action recognition in videos. Their approach is based

on learning a mapping between the visual features of the

action and a semantic descriptor (i.e., word vector). Deter-

mination of the mapping involves a computationally inten-

sive semi-supervised transductive learning procedure which

calls for access to testing data in the training phase. We be-

lieve that semi-supervised transductive learning may be ap-

propriate for videos because of the complexity of mapping

spatio-temporal features to semantic meaning, however, for

static images, word embeddings could be used more directly

and efficiently to infer the underlying action from the ob-

jects. Alexiou et al. [2] have proposed another interesting

approach that employs word embeddings for zero-shot ac-

tion recognition in videos. Their approach shows that the

mining and alignment of synonyms from general text data

can enrich action word vector embeddings via the introduc-

tion of more robust semantic context from a wider range of

text domains. Their approach to action recognition, based

on directly learning the mapping from the visual action fea-

tures to the word2vec space, is well suited for video data. In

contrast, the proposed approach relies on the detection and

recognition of objects which provides more concrete infor-

mation that can be used to infer the underlying action. We

contend that the proposed approach is better suited for ac-

tion recognition in still images for reasons discussed in the

Section 2.

3.2. Word2vec model

The motivation for word2vec-based approaches em-

anates from the distributional hypothesis proposed by Har-

ris [12]. The central idea in the distributional hypothesis is

that the words that occur in similar contexts tend to have

similar meanings. For example, given the sentences, “A
person is eating pizza.” and “A person is eating chocolate.”,

we know from the distributional hypothesis that the words

pizza and chocolate are similar in that they occur in simi-

lar contexts. Word2vec [21] is a word embedding scheme

that converts a word into a low-dimensional vector. Each

word is mapped to a point in a hypothetical space such that

words that have similar meanings tend to be closer in this

hypothetical space. These word embeddings are used in a

variety of applications and have had a significant impact in

the fields of NLP, computer vision and information retrieval.

4. Top-object Detection-driven Verb Prediction
Model

In this paper, we present the insight that the determina-

tion of top-nouns is enough to predict the relevant verb in

an image, hence, separate verb detectors are not required

for describing the action in most static images. In support

of the above insight, we analyze various NLP techniques

where we predict the verb from the top-nouns in an image

without explicitly learning a verb detector for that image.

Figure 1 depicts the computational pipeline for the proposed

approach. In the proposed approach, we detect the top ob-

jects in an image, identify the most plausible two objects

(i.e., object pair) in the image, and then assign the most

meaningful action (verb) to this object pair (Figure 2). This

approach could prove practically useful in two potential sce-

narios:

(1) Real world situations where automatic generation of

training data for verb detectors is very hard. Objects in an

image directly map to concrete entities (i.e., nouns) in the

real world [8, 10]. This direct translation between nouns

and objects enables the stable assignment of a word to an

object in an image. In contrast, relational categories such

as verbs tend to describe relations between disjoint entities.

Moreover, verbs are also more polysemous than nouns, in

that verbs have more senses of meaning than do nouns [8].
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For example, the verb running can be used in a variety of

settings, for example, “John is running for public office.”,

and “John is running on the field.”, use the verb running in

different senses. Likewise, verbs are also mutable in that

their meaning can be adjusted based on the context of sen-

tence [9]. For example, in the sentence, “John is jumping to

a conclusion”, the verb jumping adjusts its meaning to the

nouns in the sentence. The properties of polysemy and mu-

tability make automated generation of training datasets for

verbs a very difficult task.

(2) With the recent proliferation of resource-constrained

mobile devices that constitute the Internet-of-things (IoT),

it is important to have image analysis and retrieval tech-

niques that could provide significant algorithmic time gains.

Hence, by recognizing the object-pair and associated verb
in a time-efficient manner, one could describe the crux of

the story underlying an image even in the most resource-

constrained environments. Whereas feature extraction and

object detection and classification are unavoidable in an

automated image annotation or captioning system, we be-

lieve that when inferring a relational category, such as the

action or verb, significant algorithmic time gains can be

achieved if we can reliably infer a verb from its associated

objects in constant (i.e., O(1)) time. Although deep learn-

ing feature extraction is computationally intensive, substan-

tial research efforts are underway to make deep learning

architectures deployable in resource-constrained environ-

ments [1, 15, 16, 17, 18]. However, in addition to speed-

ing up feature extraction and other various aspects of deep

learning, we believe these research efforts could be greatly

assisted by reducing the number of Support Vector Ma-

chines (SVMs) (or other classifier functions) employed at

test time. Although the computational expense associated

with deep learning feature extraction is significantly higher

than that associated with SVM-based classification (or with

other classifier functions), we believe, with the research

efforts currently underway, deep learning feature extrac-

tion will get significantly faster in due course. In that

case, we contend that the proposed approach, which reduces

the number of SVMs (or other classifier functions) needed

for action recognition/classification will effectively comple-

ment the computationally efficient deep learning feature ex-

traction techniques in the very near future.

In this paper, we analyze and propose two models to pre-

dict verbs from top-nouns - the Object-Verb-Object (OVO)
triplet model and the word2vec model. Both models have

their advantages and shortcomings depending on the under-

lying dataset and application scenario.

4.1. Object-Verb-Object (OVO) triplet model
The Object-Verb-Object (OVO) triplet model explicitly

models the probability distribution of words based on their

co-occurrences. However, there are situations in real world

datasets wherein such co-occurrences may not cover all sit-

Figure 2. Outline of the proposed top-object detection-driven verb

prediction model

uations. Hence, we need techniques that learn the depen-

dencies between verbs and nouns in a more implicit man-

ner. For example, if we have verb eating as predicted by

the OVO triplet model using nouns person and pizza, then

the OVO triplet model cannot extrapolate to predicting the

verb eating for the nouns person and chocolate. However,

the word2vec model explained in the following subsection

is capable of handling such situations.

In the OVO triplet model, we predict the relevant verb

using the following equation:

p(verb|noun1, noun2) = argmax
i

P (verbi|noun1, noun2)

(1)

The probability values in equation (1) are computed using

the textual data in the training set. At test time, given two

objects (i.e., nouns), the most highly probable verbs are de-

termined using equation (1) and assigned to the image.

4.2. Word2vec model

The word2vec verb prediction model uses the word2vec

representation scheme [22] which is based on the embed-

ding of a word in a hypothetical low-dimensional vector

space. In the word2vec representation scheme, each word

is mapped to a point in the hypothetical vector space such

that words that have similar meanings tend to be proximal

in this vector space. In our case, we intend to capture the

relationships between nouns and verbs, for example pizza
and eat, and noun-pairs and verbs, for example, Person-dog
and walk.

It is interesting to examine why the word2vec represen-

tation is able to learn the word embeddings that capture the

relations between nouns and verbs, or between noun-pairs

and verbs. Note that the word2vec representation groups

semantically similar words into proximal regions in the hy-

pothetical vector space, i.e., words that are similar in mean-

ing such as beautiful and pretty are mapped to proximal

points in the hypothetical vector space. In this sense, the

word2vec representation treats synonymy, not as a binary

concept, but rather one that spans a continuum. However,

we hypothesize that even when the words are not obviously

synonymous or similar in meaning, the distance between
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their corresponding points in the vector space can still con-

vey something significant about their relationship.

For the sake of clarification, consider the following ex-

ample: Assume that we are given a collection of the follow-

ing four sentences:

“A person is driving a car on the road”. “A car is passing
a truck on the road”. “A car is parked on the road”. “A
person is driving a truck”.

In the above sentences, the context of the noun car is

{person, road, truck, driving} whereas the context of the

verb driving is {person, road, truck, car}. As the contexts

of car and driving are very similar, word2vec will place

the embeddings of car and driving in close proximity in

the vector space although car and driving are strictly not

synonymous words. Based on context, among all verbs, the

verb driving will tend to be closer to the noun car based on

their respective embeddings in the vector space. For a more

rigorous treatment of why the word2vec embedding tends

to capture such linguistic regularities the interested reader

is referred to [25].

The problem of determining the closest verb to two given

top nouns can be stated as follows. Given a set of verbs V
and top nouns n1 and n2, the closest verb from the set V to

the top nouns n1 and n2 is given by:

argmax
i

{SIM(vi, n1) + SIM(vi, n2)} (2)

where SIM(vi, n1) and SIM(vi, n2) are the cosine simi-

larities of the vector representation of verb vi to the vector

representations of nouns n1 and n2 respectively.

One of the problems with above formulation is that cer-

tain nouns such as person and apple, when considered in-

dependently, may have multiple verbs that are proximal in

vector space. For example, person and apple, when consid-

ered independently, may be proximal to multiple verbs such

as sit, hold, sleep and so on. Simple addition of the cosine

similarities as shown in equation (2) does not bias the verb

prediction towards eat when both the nouns person and ap-
ple are present in the same sentence. To circumvent the

above problem, in the sentence database accompanying the

MS COCO training dataset [19], we append each sentence

with all object-pairs occurring in that sentence. In other

words, we identify all the nouns in a sentence and form all

pairs of these nouns before appending them to the sentence.

For example, given a sentence “Person is eating an apple
sitting on the table.”, we convert the sentence into follow-

ing three sentences:

“Person is eating an apple sitting on the table apple-
person.”
“Person is eating an apple sitting on the table person-
table.”
“Person is eating an apple sitting on the table apple-table.”

This simple preprocessing step potentially captures the

dependences between all possible noun-pairs and all verbs

Figure 3. Visualization of word embeddings is 2D space using t-
SNE dimensionality reduction [30]. (a): Most verbs tend to oc-

cur closer to their attached nouns. (b): Appended nouns (apple-
person) occur nearer to verb eat than individual nouns apple and

person.

in the sentence. Next, we train the word2vec model on the

modified sentence database. After the model is trained, it

will have learned the verb that defines a relationship be-

tween a pair of objects. Figure 3 clarifies the above ar-

gument using the projection of these word embeddings in

a 2D space using the t-SNE dimensionality reduction tech-

nique [30].

More formally, given the set of verbs V , and noun-pair

n12, the closest verb in V to the noun-pair is npj,k =
(nj , jk) is given by:

argmax
i

SIM(vi, npj,k) (3)

where SIM(vi, npj,k) is the cosine similarity between the

vector representations of the verb vi and noun-pair npj,k =
(nj , jk).

In the above model, once the necessary steps of feature

extraction and object detection are performed, verb predic-

tion for a given noun-pair can be achieved in O(1) time.

During testing, the top verbs can be easily retrieved in O(1)
time using an appropriate hash data structure once the top-
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2 nouns (objects) in the test image are detected. Since the

verb is detected in a zero-shot manner (i.e., without requir-

ing visual training examples of the action underlying the

verb), the computational expense of training verb detec-

tors and running them on the image is obviated. After the

word2vec model is trained on the modified sentence dataset,

we choose plausible verbs that are closest in distance to each

object-pair and store the verbs in the database along with the

object-pair.

4.3. Model training

4.3.1 Training of object detectors

We train an SVM-based object detector/classifier for each

of the 80 annotated object categories in the MS COCO

dataset [19]. The inputs to the SVM-based classifiers are

the VGG-16 fc-7 image features [29] extracted using the

Matconvnet package [31].

4.3.2 Training of the OVO triplet model

The OVO triplet model is trained on the sentences corre-

sponding to the training images (in the MS COCO dataset)

using equation (1). For each pair of objects that occur

together in a particular sentence, we learn the probability

value of the corresponding verb in that sentence.

4.3.3 Training of the word2vec model

The word2vec model is trained with a window size of 10

using the implementation of Rehurek and Sojka [27]. This

results in a 300-dimensional vector for each word using

the skip-gram model for word2vec [21]. In the skip-gram

approach, the input to the deep-learning neural network

(DLNN) is the word, and the context is predicted from

the word. For example, given the contextual input eat, the

model will predict {person, pizza}. To train the skip-gram

model, given a sequence of words w1, w2, w3, ....wT , we

maximize the following objective function:

1

T

T∑

t=1

∑

−c≤j≤c,j �=0

log p(wt+j |wt) (4)

where c is the context parameter that specifies the number

of words to be predicted from a given word [23]. The term

p(wt+j |wt) signifies the prediction probability of the con-

text given the word. The stochastic gradient descent algo-

rithm is used for training the skip-gram model. More details

on the skip-gram architecture can be found in [23]. After the

skip-gram model is trained, we obtain the word embeddings

corresponding to each word in the dataset.

The nouns within each sentence are converted to noun-

pairs and appended to the end of the sentence, as explained

previously. We also perform a couple of additional prepro-

cessing steps on the entire data. First, we stem each word

using Porter’s stemmer; for instance, driving and drive are

both converted to driv. Additionally, words synonymous

to person such as human, woman, boy, girl, people etc. are

converted to person. Currently, we try to infer only the most

frequently occurring verbs in the MS COCO dataset, i.e.,

we select the top-n (where n = 51) most frequently oc-

curring verbs in the MS COCO dataset. The top verbs in

the MS COCO dataset are obtained by parsing the training

captions using the Stanford parser.

The 40,000 images in the MS COCO validation set are

split into two subsets, each containing 20,000 images; one

subset is used for validation of the hyperparameter tuning

procedure and the other subset for testing. The validation

subset is used to learn the hyperparameters and also the

other required parameters for the skip-gram model.

4.4. Model testing

Given a test image, we run all the object detectors on

it and select the top-2 highly probable object detections as

candidate objects. For this object-pair, we use the word2vec

model to obtain the closest verbs. For each test image, we

recognize an object-pair, and predict the plausible verbs in

the image. Among the comparison measures introduced be-

low, all except one, predict two plausible verbs in an image.

If any one of the predicted verbs occurs in any of the ground

truth captions of an image, we regard the prediction as ac-

curate. In addition, even if there are multiple verbs in the

ground truth captions for a particular image, intuitively, we

just need to infer one verb accurately to describe the crux

of the story underlying the image. For example, if the two

ground truth captions for a particular image are Person is
riding a motorcycle and Person is driving a motorcycle, it

would suffice to just get one of the two verbs riding or driv-
ing correct. Hence, when computing the prediction accu-

racy, we aim to get just one verb correct in the ground truth

captions.

We report results on the subsets S1 and S2 of the valida-

tion set of the MS COCO dataset, which we use for testing

purposes. S1 is a subset of the validation dataset wherein

the ground truth captions have at least two objects from the

annotated noun set, and at least one verb from top-51 most

frequently occurring verbs in the MS COCO dataset. S2

is a subset of S1 wherein the top-2 objects have been cor-

rectly detected in an image. These results are used to show

how effectively a verb is inferred after the object-pair is cor-

rectly detected in an image. We compare the results of the

proposed scheme under the following evaluation scenarios:

Random Baseline (Rand): where the two verbs are gener-

ated randomly for the top-noun detections in an image.

1-Obj Baseline (1-Obj): where the top-most object (object

with highest probability) is used to predict top-2 verbs in
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Table 1. Comparison of verb prediction accuracy results of the word2vec model (V D1, V D2, V D3) and the OVO model (OVO) with a

random baseline (Rand), the 1-object baseline (1-Obj) and the visual action classifier baseline (Vis). DS denotes the data subset. Accuracy

is measured based on whether one of the two predicted verbs matches one of the ground truth verbs.

DS Rand 1-Obj Vis V D1 V D2 V D3 OVO

S1 9% 35.2% 37.7% 36.9% 31.4% 32.8% 55%

S2 10% 45.81% 41.4% 53.43% 57.74 % 52.35 % 79%

an image using word embeddings. The top-2 verbs that are

closest in distance to this top-most object are selected.

Vis: where visual action classifiers (such as walking, swim-
ming, etc.) are explicitly trained using deep learning fea-

tures followed by SVM-based classification.

V D1: where the top-2 closest verbs are the ones with the

lowest mean distance from the top-2 object detections mea-

sured using equation (2).

V D2: where the top-2 closest verbs are the ones with the

lowest distance from the appended noun-pair measured us-

ing equation (3).

V D3: where the top-2 verbs are assigned as follows: if the

closest verb determined using equations (2) and (3) is the

same, we assign this verb to an image, and the second clos-

est verb is assigned using equation (2). Otherwise, one of

the top-2 verbs is assigned using equation (2) and the other

using equation (3).

V D4: where the verbs are assigned using set union between

the top three verbs determined using equations (2) and (3).

OVO: where the verbs are assigned using the OVO triplet

model using equation (1).

5. Experimental Results and Discussion
The verb prediction accuracy results under the evaluation

scenarios described in Section 4.4 are compared in Table 1.

These results lend support to our claim that top-object de-

tections could be used to infer other information in an image

such as verbs. Once we know the plausible object pairs in

a static image, we can infer or predict the corresponding

verb in O(1) time with reasonable accuracy using the OVO

triplet model or the word2vec model as shown in Table 1.

Also, when either one or both of the top-object detections

are incorrect, the word2vec model is observed to underper-

form the visual action classifiers. However, when both the

top-object detections are correct, the word2vec model out-

performs the visual action classifiers. This suggests that get-

ting top-object detections correct is important for improving

the performance of the word2vec model.

For the OVO triplet model, we see that we are able to

predict the verb accurately given that the detection of the

top-2 objects is accurate. In the MS COCO dataset, the

co-occurence patterns of nouns and verbs are similar for

both, the training set and the test set, hence the OVO triplet

model works well for the MS COCO dataset. However, in

real world datasets, the training set and test set may exhibit

Figure 4. Qualitative results for the verb prediction model. (a)

V D1: Bad; (b) V D1: Good; (c) V D2: Bad; (d) V D2: Good

some dissimilarities, and hence we may have to resort to

models such as word2vec for predicting verbs. The results

of the word2vec-based approach are analyzed in the follow-

ing paragraphs.

In the case of the word2vec-based approach, if the

object-pair is correctly recognized in an image, the results

in the case of V D2 are observed to be slightly better than

those in the case of V D1 and V D3. Hence the proposed

technique of appending the object-pair to the end of the sen-

tence does provide a non-trivial benefit for verb prediction.

However, if the object-pair is not correctly identified in an

image, then the results in the case of V D1 are observed to

outperform those in the case of V D2 and V D3. In other

words, finding the closest verb by computing the mean dis-

tance to the top-2 nouns (equation (2)) is better than using

the minimum distance to the object-pair (equation (3)) when

at least one of the objects is incorrectly detected. The qual-

itative results for V D1 and V D2 are shown in Figure 4.

In the case of the word2vec-based approach, the results

of V D3, where we try to get the combined benefits of V D1

and V D2, were inferior to those of both V D1 and V D2.

This could be attributed to the fact that results in the case

of V D1 and V D2 had only a marginal quantitative differ-

ence. This appears to suggest that to get actual benefits of

both V D1 and V D2, we may need to predict more than 2

verbs. Hence, we conducted additional experiments with

V D4 obtaining an accuracy of 56.63% on S1 and 73.09%

on S2. Therefore, in the case of V D4, where we predict

multiple verbs using both V D1 and V D2 we are far more

successful in getting at least one verb correct. We believe

that besides predicting multiple verbs, there are a couple of

other reasons for the relative success of V D4. There are
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situations where V D1 will be successful, and there are sit-

uations where V D2 will be successful; V D4 denotes the

best of both worlds where V D1 corrects and compensates

for weakness of V D2 and vice versa. Also, the high accu-

racy of V D4 suggests if we try to predict a few more verbs

(of the order of 3-6), than there is a very high probability of

getting at least one of them correct.

Overall, from the results it is clear that just detecting the

most prominent objects in an image is enough to predict

the underlying action (verb) in an image with competitive

accuracy. The proposed NLP approaches based on the OVO

triplet and word2vec models successfully beat the baseline

results, thus lending support to our claim.

6. Limitations of the Proposed Approach
One of the limitations the proposed approach is that cur-

rently we use only two objects for predicting the verb. There

are reasons why two objects may yield good results for verb

prediction in many real-world situations. A verb is a natu-

ral connector between the subject and object in many real-

world situations. However, there are situations where mul-

tiple objects in an image are needed for predicting the verb

accurately. For example, consider a situation where ”A per-
son is baking pizza in an oven.” In this situation, knowing

the nouns person and pizza would most likely lead us to in-

fer the verb as eating; however, knowing the three objects

person, pizza, and oven, would most likely lead us to in-

fer that the most appropriate verb is baking. In addition,

we have not addressed the effect of the relative spatial po-

sitions of the objects on the accuracy of verb prediction in

our current work. Considering the example above, the rel-

ative spatial positions of the objects person and pizza could

be used to disambiguate between the predicted verbs eating
and baking; if the pizza is spatially close to the mouth of the

person then eating would be the more likely verb, otherwise

baking would be more appropriate.

Another limitation of the current work is that global

scene context is not incorporated in the verb prediction

model. Knowledge of the global scene context in conjunc-

tion with knowledge of the top objects could potentially

enhance the accuracy of verb prediction. In the previous

example, if the global scene context is dining room, then

detecting the objects person and pizza would lead us to in-

fer the verb eating over the verb baking. Alternately, if the

global scene context is kitchen, then the objects person and

pizza would lead us to infer the verb baking over the verb

eating.

Also, in our experiments, the OVO triplet model yielded

better results than the word2vec model. This can be at-

tributed to the fact that the training and testing datasets for

the MS COCO benchmark are not too different. However,

real world situations do not exhibit this characteristic. In the

real world, unlike the MS COCO training set, two objects

and a verb may not co-occur with one another. For exam-

ple, we may have never seen instances of tennis racket and

person in single image. In such situations, the OVO triplet

model will not be able to assign a probability value to any

verb that is associated with the nouns tennis racket and per-
son. The word2vec model would be more appropriate in this

situation. In the word2vec space, tennis racket will appear

close to other sports-related entities such as ball and base-
ball bat, thus facilitating the assignment of an appropriate

verb such as hit.

7. Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper we have proposed a scheme to detect the ac-

tions (verbs) in a still image by first detecting the prominent

objects in the image and then using Natural Language Pro-

cessing (NLP)-based OVO triplet and word2vec models to

infer the relevant verbs. Our approach obviated the need for

training and using visual action detectors which tend to be

error-prone and computationally intensive. This paper also

provided a valuable insight in that the detection of a few sig-

nificant (i.e., top) objects in an image allows one to extract

the relevant actions or verbs in the image without entailing

the learning of an action or verb from visual training data.

For this purpose, we proposed NLP approaches based on

the word2vec and the OVO triplet models for predicting the

actions from top-object detections and also analyzed their

nuances. Our experimental results showed that verbs can be

reliably and efficiently detected by exploiting the top object

detections in an image.

With regard to future work, we plan to extend our work

in various directions. We plan to take relative spatial posi-

tions of objects in predicting verbs. We also plan to account

for situations where more than two objects occur in an im-

age. And in addition to objects, we also plan to incorpo-

rate entire scene context in addition to the knowledge of the

prominent objects for predicting the verbs. Also, we plan to

conduct more robust studies where the efficacy of word2vec

approaches is evident, leading to use of word embeddings

to resolve all the quirks and nuances of action (verb) recog-

nition based on top-n (where n ≥ 2) object detection.
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